
1. I understand that I should check my breathing gas and my gear before every dive and complete all necessary fields of the Nitrox 
Log before the dive and the Dive Log after the dive.

2. I understand that I should follow the instructions of my dive guide both underwater and at the surface. 

3. I understand that, by French Polynesia law, the maximum depth for Open Water and Advanced Open water divers  
(even those with a Deep Speciality) is 29 meters and that Master Liveaboards expects divers to calculate their Maximum 
Operating Depth using a maximum allowable partial pressure of 1.4. I understand that I should respect the maximum depth for 
each dive as established during the briefing by the Director of Diving. 

4. I understand that I should not descend to a greater depth than my dive guide. 

5. I understand that I should communicate with my dive guide. This includes: keeping my dive guide informed of my breathing gas 
consumption and alerting my guide to any problems I have during the dive. 

6. I understand that I should stay together with my buddy and my group. I will remain close enough to my dive guide to ensure that 
he/she can see me and I can see him/her. I understand that I will not ascend to the surface alone or in a buddy pair, but rather 
together with my entire group. 

7. I understand that my entire group will ascend when the first diver in the group is low on air. I should surface together with my 
group below the surface marker buoy deployed by my dive guide or another member of my group. 

8. If I become separated from my dive group, I understand that I should search for one minute. If I do not find my group, I will 
surface at a rate not to exceed 9 metres per minute, complete a safety stop of 3 minutes at 5 metres, deploy my surface marker 
buoy, and ascend to the surface. If I find another group, I understand that the guide of that group, upon realising that he/she has 
found a “lost” diver, will ascend with his/her entire group. 

9. If I hear the emergency recall alarm, I will end my dive, ascend at a rate not to exceed 9 metres per minute, complete a safety stop 
of 3 minutes at 5 meters, deploy my surface marker buoy, and ascend to the surface. 

10. I understand that I should not touch coral, or touch, chase or otherwise harass marine life.

French Polynesia Master 
Diver agreement
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    _______________________________________
    Name:

    

______________________________________

Signature:
________________________ 

Date:
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